Who wrote
the book
that indirectly led to the firing of Sarah
Billet?
In order to receive a Reserved
“hexagon chalk” stamp you must
use chalk to circle a what?

?

Doory the Door is
labeled as Hexnode

According to the information presented by
Ytterbium G. Bedcannon, on the game card
available at SFMOMA’s Art/Game Lab, what
was the name of the EPS Philatelic Delivery
Service’s first female mail carrier?

The Hexnook website was
established in what year?

At Tom Sachs’ “Logjam Cafe,” members were
required to sort what to receive their stamp?
a) spoons b) screws c) coins d) soda cans
The pigeon that likes jelly beans is named?

ENS Agent Condor has
a son. What is his name?

The Search for Jimmy missing
poster (2012) indicated that he
The EPS’s 2013 Chinese New Year training
event allowed participants to finally, at long
last, do what with Mailman Miek?

The 101010 Stamp Window
took place in which location?

During the “Hari-Kuyo” event at the Tenderloin
National Forest in 2017, bent and tired pins and
needles were plunged into what substance? a) tofu
b) jell-o c) pudding d) a glass of generic cola
The EPS 5th anniversary party
(2015) was held where?

Who wrote “It’s Fun When You Know The
Answers,” which President Jimmy used
as personal diary and scrapbook?

What is Mailman Ted’s last name?
You can
With what ailment is Timothy Q.
currently
Pepperscratcher afflicted?
obtain the “Blue Special#1” stamp by donating what to the
President Jimmy and Tenderloin National Forest on the 15th of
President Emeritus every month?
Timothy Q. Pepperscratcher met where?

The artist Roa created a piece that depicts a bird on a background;
it is shown in one of the hexnook sections. What is the
background made of?

Box 411553 SF CA 94141.

Other (please describe).

Who is the acting president of the ENS?

Timothy Q. Pepperscratcher, the President
Emeritus of the EPS, held a letter-typing
event to decipher his baroque handwriting
at what (then-Market Street) shop?

was last seen where?
Pigeons generally take what
on a car trip? a) dramamine
b) dirt c) writing supplies d) giant sunflower seeds

What are the three most frequently
employed EPS Alert Code colors?
The “Tiny” stamp window just
occurred in October 2019, but
what year was it first introduced?

What are a few of the suggested
ways to reward an individual who
obtains a Courtesy Visa on behalf
of an absent philatelist?
Distance Go! required members to travel
to several San Francisco locations using
a) their feet b) bicycles c) MUNI
d) electric scooters

To acquire the stamp you must pass
the quiz with a 51%
score or better

How many members did
the ETOAS have in 1970?

In what year did the laser-powered
stamp-canceling system wreak havoc
on the Underground Library?

What is the issue number printed on
Phil’s hard-won Department of Forms
Mobile Stamp Window Operating
Permit, issued July 12, 2015?

Name one of the three actions you
should take if encountering an ENS agent:

The artist responsible for
the creation and release of
the black-and-yellow-striped
Hazard assemblages is ... ?

In 2014 the EPS held a stamp
exhibit and silkscreening event
at what gallery?

During the 2015 Chinese New Year parade, EPS members
You have finished with the quiz! Please mail to: EPS P.O.
were asked to investigate the ENS attempt to steal the prize
of the annual Chinese New Year Scavenger Hunt. What was
the name of the covert radio program in use during that event?

What should you, under no circumstances, do with The Rivet?

The stamp window often taking place on April 1
is merely a riding-on-coattails of which holy event?
A pigeon’s favorite neckwear
is what?

The ENS once distributed a slanderous flyer
depicting the warning signs of Philately. Name one.

The original clue drop
for Hexnodes was where?

What astrological sign is Mailman Miek?

In the early above-ground days of the
EPS, what would be employed as a
‘scarecrow’ to deter wily numismatists?

passport # or “none” name

Erstwhile Philatelic Society Quiz #1A. This is a shortish
quizzological query of your knowledge of the doings of
the EPS vis-a-vis the hexnook. Please fill
out the form to the best of your ability.
Thank you have a wonderful day.

